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Abstract

This paper describes a study for the optimisation of the wheel profile in wheel-rail system to increase the overall level of adhesion available at the contact interface, in particular to investigate how the wheel and rail profile combination may be designed to ensure the improved delivery of tractive/braking forces even in poor contact conditions. The research focuses on the geometric combination of both wheel and rail profiles to establish how the contact interface may be optimised to increase the adhesion level, but also to investigate how the change in the property of the contact mechanics at the wheel-rail interface may also lead to changes in the vehicle dynamic behavior.
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1. Introduction

The cross sections of the railway wheel and rail are referred to as profiles that are the basis of the contact geometry problem in wheel-rail system. Traditionally, the design of profiles has relied on the experience of engineers. More recently, the use of computer technology has led to the development of advanced techniques of profile design and optimisation. The profile optimisation can be treated as a single-objective geometry optimisation problem from the mathematical point of view or a more complicated multi-objective optimisation problem when geometric contact and vehicle dynamics are taken into account simultaneously from vehicle-track compound system point of view. In 1991, R. Smallwood et al. [1] developed a specific package for rail profile optimisation based on measured worn profiles by choosing three optimal objectives of low contact stress, minimized metal removal in grinding and vehicle stability. I.Y. Shevtsov et al. [2] employed a multipoint approximation based on response surface fitting to design an optimum wheel profile that matches a target rolling radius difference (RRD) function with the aim of improving vehicle stability and minimising wheel wear where the critical part is the selection of a proper RRD function. G. Shen et al. [3] proposed an inverse method by employing contact angles and rail profile information to form a target-oriented problem for the design of a wheel profile to reduce the flange wear and to increase the contact stiffness for the independent wheels of a tramcar. I. Persson et al. [4] applied genetic algorithms for the multi-objective optimisation of railway wheel profiles to reflect the importance of various factors including the maximum values of contact stress, lateral force on the track, derailment quotient and total wear and ride index. H. Jahed et al. [5] proposed a similar method used by I.Y. Shevtsov [2] and they chose a reduced set of generalized coordinates together with cubic spline curves in a linear programming formulation for the generation of profiles. The objective is to minimise the deviation of the geometric contact characteristics of the generated profiles from the target one, under the given vehicle and track characteristics. D. Cui et al. [6] proposed a direct numerical method to optimise the railway wheel profile based on the weighed normal gap between wheel and rail around their contact point to improve the distribution of the contact points, reduce the contact stress level, and decrease the wear and rolling contact fatigue (RCF). However, the methods mentioned above have aimed at improving the vehicle dynamic performances and/or reduction of contact forces/wear/RCF on curves. There has been
little attention to address the effect of profile design on the adhesion level in wheel-rail interface, which can present a serious problem for the effective operation of rail vehicles especially in poor contact conditions where the overall adhesion can be substantially reduced by external contaminants such as snow, moisture or tree leaves etc. Low adhesion conditions cause many problems for the scheduling and safety of railway networks around the world such as defects on wheels and rails, signals passed at danger, station platform overruns and even collisions [7, 8].

The aim of this work is therefore to study how wheel profiles may be designed to improve the adhesion characteristics between the wheel and rail, and to investigate the impact of the new design approach on the vehicle dynamic behaviours. It will mainly seek to demonstrate the general principle to increase adhesion limit from the profile re-design and optimisation.

2. Friction and adhesion

Adhesion in the railway field refers to the transmitted tangential force between wheel and rail due to creep. The adhesion coefficient is defined as the ratio of resultant tangential contact force over normal load for wheel-rail contact system as expressed in equation (1).

\[
\mu = \frac{\sqrt{T_x + T_y}}{N}
\]  

(1)

where \( T_x \) and \( T_y \) denote the longitudinal and lateral tangential contact forces between the wheel and rail, respectively. Based on the data available from field measurements and laboratory experiments, the adhesion coefficient is typically assumed as a function of creepage as presented in Fig. 1.
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It can be seen from Fig.1 that in order to ensure effective operation of railway vehicles and rail networks and to prevent wheel and rail from damages, an appropriate adhesion margin referred to the difference between adhesion limit and adhesion coefficient at the wheel-rail interface for delivering tractive/braking forces is essential.

For the railway wheel-rail contact, the development conditions of potential frictional properties are of particular interest and have been to taken into account in the commonly used mathematical models such as FASTSIM [9] and Polach’s model [10]. The later is able to account for the so called falling friction and speed dependency of the creep-creep force relations and it is more often used for traction vehicle running on adhesion limit. E. Vollebregt [11] proposed an extension model of CONTACT [12] developed by Kalker in order to account for the effect of slip velocity and elastic third body layer on the friction coefficient. Y. Zhu et al. presented a numerical model in [13] for predicting wheel–rail adhesion under dry and lubricated conditions with measured 3D wheel–rail surfaces, and B. Allotta et al. [14] developed an adhesion model aimed at increasing the accuracy in
reproducing degraded adhesion conditions in vehicle dynamics by considering some of
the main phenomena behind the degraded adhesion, namely the large sliding at the
contact interface, the high energy dissipation, the consequent cleaning effect on the
contact surfaces and the adhesion recovery due to the external unknown contaminant
removal. These models attempt to improve the accuracy to same extent from different
points of view. Nevertheless, the studies on the influence of contact geometry on the
adhesion limit or friction coefficient are very limited. The investigations made for disc
brake in paper [15] show that friction coefficient increase with the increase of the contact
area of contact pair. Moreover, K. Six et al. [16] recently proposed a so-called ECF
model which is able to take into account all observed effects from measurement regarding
the adhesion coefficient including contact geometry.

The revealed relationship between the adhesion limit and contact geometry make it
possible to relate the profile design to the adhesion characteristics in the wheel-rail
system. This is the basis of the optimisation methodology for wheel profile to be
proposed in the next section.

3. Profile optimisation considering adhesion characteristics in wheel-rail system

3.1 Optimisation methodology

As discussed above, none of the commonly used contact models is able to take the effect
of the contact geometry on the adhesion limit into consideration. Therefore, a simplified
alternative focusing on the influence of the contact geometry consequently the contact
area on the adhesion limit is proposed based on the following analysis.

The research in reference [15] on the influence of geometric characteristics on static
friction coefficient for elastic non-saturated in case of disk brake contact shows that while
increasing contact area 1.5 times it becomes possible to increase the friction coefficient
by 2.2%. Moreover, the results shown in reference [16] suggest that the relationship
between the rail head radius and traction coefficient is nearly linear, while increasing the
head radius of the rail by 2 times, the traction coefficient increases roughly by 20%, and
obviously the contact area formed in the contact interface is a non-linear function of the
radius for the twin-disc contact. The authors concluded that decreasing the contact area
by reducing the rail head radius decreases the traction level significantly. In addition,
many experiments performed as described in [17, 18] have proven that the adhesion
coefficient decreases with the increase in contact pressure which has an inverse
proportionality to the size of the contact patch. Therefore, for the quantitative analysis in
this study, a simplified linear relationship between the adhesion limit and the contact area
is assumed in order to demonstrate in principle the potential of adhesion improvement of
the proposed approach.

The choice of optimisation algorithms mainly depends upon the optimisation objective.
The multi-objective optimisation method is quite popular in wheel profile design in order
to consider as many factors as possible from the complete system point of view, although
the complexity and calculation effort increase considerably at the same time and there is
no guarantee that the optimal solution can be found in some cases. The main objective of this study is to increase the overall level of adhesion available at the contact interface by wheel profile optimisation. The assumption that the adhesion limit is proportional to the contact area makes it possible to formulate the optimisation problem in question as a single-objective optimisation which is achieved by adjusting the distribution of contact area over the potential contact region on the wheel. It means a more uniform distribution of the contact area over the contact band of the wheel is the preferred solution in this case.

The mathematical description of the profile is the basis of a numerical optimisation process. In order to maintain some required geometric characteristics of the wheel profile depending on the aim of design, some special mathematic techniques have been developed [4, 5, 19]. As an alternative, a new optimisation approach is proposed based on the fact the contact distribution will tend to be uniform after a new profile experiences wear in practice. The idea is to simulate the wear process occurring on the wheel profile in reality. The wear form called removal function in this paper is assumed to comply with Weibull distribution function as expressed in equation (2).

\[
f(x) = k \frac{\beta}{\mu} \left(\frac{x-\gamma}{\mu}\right)^{\beta-1} e^{-\left(\frac{x-\gamma}{\mu}\right)^{\beta}}
\]  

(2)

where \( k \) is global scaling factor, \( \beta \) is the shape parameter, \( \mu \) is the scale parameter and \( \gamma \) is the location parameter, and \( x \) is the lateral coordinate of the candidate wheel profile. Some cases generated from equation (2) with typical parameters are shown in Fig.2.
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The introduction of the removal function in the proposed method simplifies this problem as the optimisation region can be chosen flexibly whilst the other main geometric characteristics remain unchanged throughout the optimisation. The profile can be updated by subtracting the removal function from the original profile.

To achieve an uniform contact distribution, the area of each contact patch needs to be calculated at the potential contact region in normal operational conditions of the wheelset. To this end, a code has been developed in MATLAB for contact point searching and contact patch estimation based on the rigid-contact algorithm and the non-elliptic contact method proposed by W. Kik et al.[20] The optimisation problem can be simply expressed in the form of equations (3) and (4).

\[
maximize \ A_{RMS} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} A_i^2 \left(\sum_{j=1}^{m} f_j(x), y_i\right)}
\]  

(3)

subject to  
\[-8 \leq y_i \leq 5 \ (mm)\]

(4)
where \( n \) is the number of contact patch over the potential contact region on the wheel profile, \( A_i \) is the contact area of the \( i \)-th contact patch, \( f(x) \) is the removal function refer to Equation (2), and \( y_i \) is the lateral displacement of the wheelset, and positive value correspond to the wheelset moving towards the right side of the track. There are a total of 5 different parameters for tuning in Equation (2) and \( m \) number of removal functions are considered in the optimisation. Therefore, the number of variables involved in the optimisation is \( 5 \times m \). In addition, the wheelset lateral displacement is included as a constraint. The experience in heavy-haul traffic shows the ideal friction coefficient between the wheel and rail is high level over wheel tread and low level at wheel flange [21]. From this fact, the optimization region is chosen according to equation (4) to obtain optimised adhesion level by optimizing the wheel tread and reverse the flange part of the original profile.

The optimisation problem (3) is solved by using the built-in function \textit{fminsearch} in MATLAB, and the constraint equation (4) is applied externally by fixing the boundary of the lateral coordinate of the wheel \( x \) in equation (3). The function \textit{fminsearch} uses a derivative-free method to find the unconstrained minimum of a multivariable objective function starting at an initial estimate, thereby the computational cost and number of iterations required depend on the initial estimates, and the values used here are as follows: \( k_1=0.7, \beta_1=4.5, \mu_1=22, \gamma_1=-10, k_2=1.2, \beta_2=4.5, \mu_2=35, \gamma_2=20 \). The flow chart of the wheel profile optimisation procedure is presented in Fig. 3.
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### 3.2 Optimisation results

The typical wheel-rail profile combination of S1002/UIC60 has been chosen as the candidate to be optimised. The track gauge is 1435 mm with the rail inclination of 1:40 and the wheel flange back spacing is 1360 mm. A series of constant normal load of 50, 80 and 100 kN are applied to the contact patch. For simplicity, the rail profile is considered to be constant only the wheel profile is subjected to change. The contact characteristics of the original profile combination are show in Fig.4.
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It can be seen from Fig.4 (c) that the variation of the contact area with respect to the lateral displacement of the wheelset is substantial, but the variation pattern of the contact area is largely independent of the normal load applied on the contact patch. Similar conclusion can be drawn for the maximum pressure shown in Fig.4 (d).
As mentioned above, the removal function can be a single Weibull function or a summation of functions using a number of parameters to form various wear patterns such as a single peak or double peaks appearing on the tread of wheel depending on the requirements of optimisation. Two case studies have been performed for the removal function formed by the single- \( (m=1, \text{ cf. Equation 3}) \) and double-Weibull \( (m=2) \) functions in optimisation respectively, and the results are shown in Fig.5.
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It can be seen from Fig.5 (a), (c) and (e) that the contact point distribution becomes more uniform after optimisation which is favourable for preventing wear and RCF. Fig.5 (b) shows that only the segment close to flange root of the wheel profile has been changed by the single-Weibull removal function method, whereas the double-Weibull removal function method further optimises the profile in a wider region. Consequently, more uniform contact distribution in the sense of contact point and contact area by the double-Weibull optimisation is provided in the region on wheel covered by -5 mm to 5 mm lateral displacement of the wheelset as shown in Fig.5 (d). Fig.5 (f) shows that the optimised profile combination possesses low equivalent conicity before the flange contact which implies the optimisation improves the wheelset hunting stability as well. It is clear that the optimised profile from the double-Weibull removal function method is preferable in the context of this research. Therefore, it will be used in the following sections for further investigation and simply called optimised profile in the rest of this paper. It is worth mentioning that, whilst it may be possible to further improve the contact areas and the distributions of the contact areas by extending the removal function to the summation of more Weibull functions with more design variables and complexities taken into account (or other optimisation methods), this optimised profile will be used for the study below to demonstrate the principle of improving the adhesion margins for traction and braking.

## 4. Dynamic simulation

The optimised profile has been obtained by considering the local contact conditions, it is necessary to investigate the effect of the optimised profile on the dynamics responses at a complete vehicle system level. To this end, a three-dimensional model of a passenger vehicle has been built in the multi-body dynamic system (MBS) simulation package SIMPACK. The model consists of a carbody and two bogies with two stages of suspension systems, totalling 11 rigid bodies with 46 degrees of freedom. The axle load is 10 tonnes and the type of the vehicle can be switched from a trailing vehicle to a traction vehicle by activating the tractive effort applied on the first axle of the first bogie. The contact forces are calculated by using FASTSIM, and different wheel profiles and contact calculation methods are used for the purpose of comparison. It is worth noting that the FASTSIM algorithm is used even for traction simulation instead of the Polach’s method which is more suitable for modelling creep over saturation because the current work is focusing on the contact properties prior to the saturation phase. The rails are inclined at
1:40 and only the tangent track and curve sections are considered throughout all the simulations.

4.1 Hunting stability

The stability analysis of the vehicle has been run to find the vehicle critical speed prior to assigning more simulation cases for curving negotiations. A lateral disturbance with a magnitude of approximately 10 mm is set on the right side rail of an ideal track at the distance of around 50 m away from the starting position to excite lateral instability of the vehicle. The vehicle is running on this track starting at a very high speed with a deceleration of 1 m/s². The speed at which the lateral displacements of the wheelset decay in Fig. 6 is assumed to be the critical speed of the vehicle for the purpose of this work. The lateral displacement of the wheelset against the vehicle’s speed before and after the profile optimisation are shown in Fig.6.
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The simulation results show that the lateral displacement of wheelset decay at the speed of approximately 240 and 250 km/h, respectively for the vehicle equipped with original and optimised profiles. It suggests that the optimised profile can slightly improve the system stability and this result agrees with the equivalent conicity analysis shown in Fig.5 (f).

4.2 Curving performance

Based on the assumption made in section 3.1 that the adhesion limit is proportional to the contact area at the wheel-rail interface the classical FASTSIM algorithm extended with variable adhesion limit as a function of contact area is used for tangential contact force calculation. By doing so, the effect of the wheel profile on the adhesion characteristics may be considered. This is obviously a simplification as the actual relation may well be quite nonlinear, but it should be provide useful insight into the potential improvement offered by the proposed profile optimisation for the provision of tractive/braking effort.

With reference to Fig.5 (d), by choosing the maximum contact area obtained in case of original profile combination as reference corresponding to an adhesion limit of 0.35, the adhesion limits as function of lateral displacement of the wheelset can be calculated by proportional scaling as shown in Fig.7 (a). It can be seen that the adhesion limit obtained at the wheelset central position is lower than the original profiles. However, it should be kept in mind that the contact area at the central position, i.e. on straight track, of the original profiles is much larger than that at other positions and therefore the reduced margin to saturation at this position after the optimisation is not expected to make a significant adverse effect on the availability of the adhesion for traction and braking. The proposed optimisation will only reduce the conservativeness of the original design. In order to incorporate the variable adhesion limit into MBS simulation, it is necessary to
convert the functions shown in Fig.7 (a) to the relationship between the adhesion limit and y-coordinates of wheel profile as requested in SIMPACK as shown in Fig.7 (b).
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The curving negotiation simulation was carried out under the operating conditions of the vehicle passing representative curves of different radii with a constant speed. More details on the simulation cases are listed in Table 1.
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The simulation cases 1-3 in Table 1 are designed for vehicle dynamics analysis and case 4 for traction simulation. The time histories of adhesion coefficient of the wheelset 1 for cases 1 and 4 with the two different wheel profiles are presented in Fig.8.
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It can be seen from Fig.8 that the available adhesion margins (shown in Fig.8 by vertical arrows) vary with the track input. On the tangent section, the margin is broader than that on the curve, and the original profile obtain broader adhesion margin at all times compared with the optimised profile in the tangent sections. The optimised profile can improve the adhesion margin available at the wheel-rail interface as the applied tractive effort results in the saturation on the full curve section in case of the original profile and the optimised profile is shown to avoid this problem, seen in Fig.8(c).

In order to investigate the effect of the profile optimisation on the adhesion level with different track inputs, the comparisons of adhesion level before and after the profile optimisation on the full curves for all cases in Table 1 are shown in Fig.9.
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It can been seen from Fig.9 (a) that the adhesion limit is increased for the wheelsets 1 and 4 after the profile optimisation, and significantly improvement in the sense of the available adhesion margins (shown by the blank part of the histogram in the figures),
approximately 200% is observed for the left (outer) wheels where the creep force is approaching the saturation. In contrast, the available adhesion margin for the wheelsets 2 and 3 slightly decrease with the optimised profiles, but the creep forces are far away from saturation in these cases.

With reference to Case 1 shown in Fig.9 (a), Case 2 shown in Fig.9 (b) represents the vehicle running at the same speed on a curve with a smaller radius. For Case 2, the available adhesion margin is broadened for all wheels after the profile optimisation by approximately a maximum of 200% and minimum of 16%, except the left wheel of wheelset 1 with a decrease of 20%.

Compared with Case 2, Case 3 shown in Fig.9 (c) represents the vehicle running at the same speed with cases 1 and 2 on a curve with a further reduced smaller radius. It can be seen that the creep reaches the limit on the left (outer) wheels of the wheelsets 1, 2 and 3 with original profiles, but not the case after the profile optimisation. It means the optimised profile would be able to reduce the occurrence of wheel sliding in this situation.

Referring to Case 1 shown in Fig.9 (a), Case 4 shown in Fig.9 (d) represents the same condition except the tractive effort is included for the vehicle by applying a torque on the first axle (wheelset 1). It can be observed that the left (outer) wheel of the wheelset 1 with the original profile reaches the saturation due to the torque applied, whilst for the same wheel with the optimised profiles there is still some margin from the limit. The adhesion coefficient of the right wheel of the wheelset 1 in Case 4 decreases with respect to Case 1 without power, the tractive effort has an influence on the adhesion of wheelset 2 as well but not on the other wheelsets.

It can be concluded from Fig.9 that the optimised profile is capable of improving the adhesion level considerably when the vehicle runs through a curve, providing increased margins for the application of tractive effort in addition to the contact forces necessary for negotiating curves.

The variation of adhesion margin with track condition can be explained with reference to the dynamic behaviour of the wheelsets. The time histories of the displacements of wheelsets for cases 1 and 3 are presented in Fig.10.
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It can be observed for Case 1 from Fig.10 (a) and (b) that the wheelsets are moving towards the outer rail from track central position to approximately -3.5 mm laterally when the vehicle runs through the curve. At the beginning of the simulation, the vehicle is running on the tangent section of the track and the wheelset does not move laterally. The adhesion limit of the wheel with the original profile is higher than that of the
optimised one because of the relationship between adhesion limit and lateral displacement of wheelset shown in Fig.7 (a) that the adhesion limit of the original profile is larger than the optimised one in the vicinity of the central position of the track approximately in the range of -2 to 2 mm. This can change if the track irregularities are considered as the wheelsets respond to the random lateral displacement of the track. When the vehicle is running on the transition gradually approaching to the full curve, the lateral displacement of the wheelset keeps growing until it reaches approximately -2 mm the adhesion limit curves obtained from original and optimised profiles come across at one common point which is consistent with the figure shown in Fig.7 (a). Similar fashion of the variation is also shown in Fig 10 (c) and (d) for Case 3, but larger magnitudes of lateral displacements of the wheelsets are obtained due to the smaller curve radius. These results can also explain the decrease of the adhesion level shown in Fig.9 in some cases.

It should be noted that the wheel-rail profiles are optimised to improve the general adhesion conditions across the contact points of the wheels, but it is possible to optimise the profiles differently, e.g. to increase the adhesion margins on the tangent track by focusing on the contact region of the contact surfaces.

These results have shown that the optimised profile is capable of increasing the adhesion level available in the wheel-rail interface as expected. But it still needs to investigate how the change in the property of the contact geometry and contact mechanics at the wheel-rail interface may also lead to changes in the vehicle dynamic behaviour. To this end, some parameters important to safety and maintenance issues when a railway vehicle is running on a curve are considered. They are wear measured by frictional work, derailment quotient, contact stress and lateral track shift force. The maximum values in the time histories of these parameters are summarised in Table 2.
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It can be observed from Table 2 that, for the cases considered, the frictional work increases by applying the optimised profiles due to the combined effect of the increased adhesion coefficient and contact area after the profile optimisation. However, the maximum contact pressure decreases considerably after the profile optimisation which would be of beneficial for reducing the occurrence of surface damage. The best compromise between wear and RCF of a wheel for extending its useful life cannot be easily determined, however, these two damage effects can be taken into account simultaneously in the optimisation problem, for instance [22], which is out of the scope of this study, more details on the wear or RCF can be found in references [23-25]. Moreover, the wheel profile type has marginal effect on derailment quotient and lateral track shift force.

5. Conclusions
A simple and flexible optimisation method for the railway wheel profile by inclusion of the Weibull distribution function has been proposed to increase the overall level of adhesion available at the contact interface in the paper. The geometric analysis of wheel and rail profiles and the non-elliptic contact estimation have been carried out to ensure the optimised profile is able to provide suitable contact geometry and contact mechanics characteristics. The effect of the contact geometry on the adhesion has been taken into account in the simulation. Finally, the obtained optimised profile has been incorporated into a complete vehicle MBS model so as to evaluate the dynamic behavior of the vehicle system after the profile optimisation. Based on the analysis of the results obtained in this study the following conclusions can be drawn.

1) Wheel profiles may be re-designed to improve the adhesion margins available at the wheel-rail interface. Different optimal profiles can be designed according to the operational conditions. The same situation can be expected for rail profile design as well. The optimised profile could be a new contribution for dealing with the low adhesion problems.

2) The rail vehicle dynamic properties are not adversely affected after profile optimisations, such as the hunting stability and in some cases are actually improved, such as the lower contact pressure when the vehicle passing curves. The lower contact pressure, larger contact area and higher adhesion coefficient after the profile optimisation have contradictory effects on the wear. Therefore, a trade-off needs to be found in this regard.

3) Although the profiles used in the study may not necessarily be ‘the best’ and the method to take into account the adhesion may not be perfect, the general observations should stand. A new direction has been pointed out for dealing with poor adhesion problems, although more precise quantitative analysis needs to be carried out with more advanced optimisation and adhesion modeling techniques for further study.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Speed [km/h]</th>
<th>Radius [m]</th>
<th>Non-compensated acceleration [m/s²]</th>
<th>Vehicle type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>trailing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>trailing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>trailing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>traction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Main parameters for curving performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case No.</th>
<th>Frictional work of vehicle [J]</th>
<th>Derailment quotient of wheel</th>
<th>Contact pressure [MPa]</th>
<th>Track shift force [kN]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>or.</td>
<td>opt.</td>
<td>or.</td>
<td>opt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1802</td>
<td>1840</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3512</td>
<td>4012</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6023</td>
<td>6823</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Fig.6 Lateral displacement of wheelset with original profile (left) and optimised profile (right).

Fig.7 Adhesion limit vs. lateral displacement (a) and y-coordinates of wheel profile (b).

Fig.8 Adhesion characteristics on curve: left (a) and right (b) wheel of wheelset 1 for Case 1, and left (c) and right (d) wheel of wheelset 1 for Case 4.

Fig.9 Adhesion level obtained from simulation for Case 1 (a), Case2 (b), Case 3 (c) and Case 4 (d).

Fig.10 Lateral displacement of wheelsets calculated with (a) original and optimised profile (b) for Case 1 and Case 3 with original (c) and optimised profile (d).
Fig. 1 Adhesion variation with respect to creepage
Fig. 2 Typical Weibull curves
Fig. 3 Flow chart of optimisation procedure

1. original profile
2. removal function f(x)
3. varying lateral displacement of the wheelset ranging in the region of interest
4. contact patch estimation at each lateral position
5. calculate the RMS of sum of the contact areas in the region of interest
6. \( A_{RMS} \) is maximized
7. optimised profile
8. adjust variables in removal function
9. Y
10. N
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